
The Land-Use Change Analysis System (LUCAS) forEvaluating Landscape Management Decisions�Michael W. Berryy Richard O. Flammz Brett C. HazenyRhonda L. MacIntyreyAbstractEcological dynamics in human-inuenced landscapes are strongly a�ected by socioe-conomic factors that inuence land-use decision making. Incorporating these factorsinto a spatially-explicit landscape-change model requires integrating multidisciplinarydata. In order to study the e�ects of land use on landscape structure in regions such asthe Little Tennessee River basin in western North Carolina and the Olympic Peninsulaof Washington state, we have developed the Land-UseChange Analysis System or LU-CAS for UNIX-based workstations. The map layers used by LUCAS are derived fromremotely-sensed images, census and ownership maps, topographical maps, and outputsfrom econometric models. These map layers are stored, displayed, and analyzed us-ing a public-domain Geographic Information System (GIS). Simulations using LUCASgenerate new maps of land cover representing the amount of land-cover change so thatissues such as biodiversity conservation, assessing the importance of landscape elementsto meet conservation goals, and long-term landscape integrity can be addressed.1 IntroductionLandscape pattern is a product of the interaction between ecological and socioeconomicprocesses. Understanding the function and structure of landscapes, primarily in terms ofhuman impacts, requires integration of biological and socioeconomic knowledge. Naturalresource managers, in particular, need this integration to e�ectively evaluate the socialand environmental consequences of alternative management scenarios. The Man andthe Biosphere (MAB) project where land use and its impacts are compared between theOlympic Peninsula and the Southeastern Appalachian Biosphere reserves [8], is a program�This research was supported by the Southeastern Appalachian Man and the Biosphere (SAMAB)Program under U. S. State Department grant no. 1753-000574 and University of Washington subcontractno. 392654. To appear in IEEE Computational Science and Engineering.yDepartment of Computer Science, 107 Ayres Hall, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, TN 37996-1301.zFlorida Marine Research Institute, 100 Eighth Avenue SE, St. Petersburg, FL 33701-5095.1



2 Berry, Flamm, Hazen, and MacIntyrewhose mission is to address these issues.This project integrates knowledge spanning many disciplines in order to evaluate landuse and its impacts. Integration requires not only interpretation across disciplines, butalso compatibility in the di�erent forms of data acquired. Such forms include spatial andtabular databases, results of mathematical models, spatial analyses, and expert opinions.Unfortunately, conventional approaches of integrating and applying knowledge are notadequate to examine the complex and highly-variable ecological and socioeconomic issuesthat inuence human land-use decision making and the impacts these have on landscapes[2]. Technologies are now available to facilitate the development of a multidisciplinarymodel for studying sustainability. Geographic information systems such as the GeographicResources Analysis Support System1 (GRASS) developed by the U.S. Army ConstructionEngineering Research Laboratories [12] can easily be used to represent and manipulatespatial data on workstations. In addition, adaptive management approaches provide aconceptual framework from which to evaluate alternative scenarios [7]. The Land-UseChange Analysis System (LUCAS) is a prototype computer application speci�cally designedto integrate ecological and socioeconomic information using GRASS for adaptive approachesto landscape management.The motivating integration model for LUCAS is discussed in Section 1.1 followed bya brief discussion of the goals and objectives of LUCAS in Section 1.2. Section 2 detailsthe socioeconomic model used in the current LUCAS prototype, and Section 3 revealshow C++ programming constructs are used to implement these models in LUCAS. Thegraphical user interface (GUI) which handles interactions between the LUCAS modulesand the user, communications between system modules, and display of model outputs isdiscussed in Section 4. In Section 5, LUCAS is used to simulate selected scenarios of land-use management policies in the Little Tennessee River Basin (western NC) and the HohWatershed (Olympic Peninsula) in order to estimate projected changes in the landscapeand associated impacts on selected species for 100 years (starting from year 1991). The1Version 4.1 of GRASS was used for this project.



LUCAS: Land-Use Change Analysis System 3current state of LUCAS software development and availability are provided in Section 6.1.1 Background on MAB Integrated ModelThe Model discussed in [8] examines the impact of human activities on environmental andnatural resource sustainability. The premise of the model is that landscape properties suchas fragmentation, connectivity, spatial dynamics, and the degree of dominance of habitattypes, are inuenced by market processes, human institutions, landowner knowledge, andecological processes. Therefore, modeling environmental sustainability of human-dominatedlandscapes will bene�t from the integration of human and ecological processes.
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Maps/GraphsFig. 1. LUCAS modules of the Olympic Peninsula/Southeastern Appalachian BiosphereIntegration Model.The structure adopted for LUCAS consists of three subject modules linked by a commondatabase (see Figure 1). The �rst LUCAS module contains the socioeconomic models thatare used to derive transition probabilities associated with changes in land cover. Theseprobabilities are computed as a function of socioeconomic driving variables including,(1) transportation networks (access and transportation costs), (2) slope and elevation



4 Berry, Flamm, Hazen, and MacIntyre(indicators of land-use potential), (3) ownership (land holder characteristics), (4) land cover(vegetation), and (5) population density. Preliminary analysis of the Little Tennessee RiverBasin [5] revealed that land-cover change is most likely to occur on private land, near apaved road, on at low elevation land, and close to the major urban center of the watershed(Franklin, NC). As demonstrated in [15], most of the transitions in land cover are forestcoverting to grassy/brushy and unvegetated cover types. The construction of transitionprobability matrices that describe such changes in land cover are discussed in Section 2.The landscape-change model resides in the second LUCAS module (see Figure 1).This module receives as its input the transition matrix produced in the socioeconomicmodels (Module 1), and accesses the same spatial database of driving variables. Asingle iteration of the landscape-change model produces a map of land cover that reectssocioeconomic motivations behind human land-use decision making (represented in thetransition probability matrix).The impact models de�ned in the third module of LUCAS (see Figure 1) utilize theland-cover maps produced by the landscape-change module to estimate impacts to selectedenvironmental and resource-supply variables. These environmental variables include theamount and spatial arrangement of habitat for selected species and changes in water qualitycaused by human land use. Potential resource-supply variables include timber yields andreal estate values. For simulations of land-cover change in the Little Tennessee River Basin,for example, output maps of the persistence of the animal and plant species in Table 1 canbe generated by LUCAS.1.2 Goals and ObjectivesLUCAS is a computer-based application speci�cally designed to integrate current andforthcoming information for (1) providing a multidisciplinary modeling environment foraddressing research questions concerning land use and its impacts, (2) applying adaptivemanagement approaches in order to address management questions concerning landscape-impact assessment, and (3) designing a tool for workstations supporting the Unix2 operating2Unix is a trademark of AT&T Bell Laboratories.



LUCAS: Land-Use Change Analysis System 5Watershed SpeciesCatawba RhododendronCraney OrchidEuropean StarlingLittle Tennessee River Basin Mountain Dusky SalamanderNorthern Flying SquirrelPrincess TreeSoutheastern ShrewWood ThrushCascade Oregon GrapeHeather VoleHoneysuckleOlympic Peninsula: HorsetailHoh and Licorice FernDungeness Watersheds Mountain AlderMountain HuckleberryRed SquirrelTwinowerTable 1Species' habitat impacts modeled by LUCAS.system, X-Windows3, and Motif4 user libraries.The immediate objectives of LUCAS are to (1) integrate the various componentsof the Olympic Peninsula/Southeastern Appalachian Biosphere Reserve Land-Use Modeldiscussed in Section 1.1, and (2) to develop a graphical user interface (GUI) capable ofextracting di�erent forms of land-use data for the adaptive management approach.2 Socioeconomic and Landscape Change ModelingThe integration of socioeconomic and ecological variables discussed in Section 1.1 isaccomplished spatially through the use of gridded maps. Individual maps may represent asingle data theme which describes physical landscape attributes (e.g., land cover, slope,soil type), spatial features (e.g., distance relationships, adjacency rules), the resultsof socioeconomic and ecological processes (e.g., changes in real estate values, speciesabundance, and erosion), and land-ownership characteristics (e.g., tract size, shape, andhistory).3X11 Release 5 environment.4Motif version 1.2.1 libraries.



6 Berry, Flamm, Hazen, and MacIntyre2.1 Landscape Condition LabelPixels (or grid cells) in each map are assigned to one of the discrete categories used todescribe that data theme. Categories for a vegetation data theme, for example, are listedin Table 2. After overlaying the maps to form a composite map, the categories from eachdata layer in the composite map are represented as a string of characters called a landscapecondition label [4]. Each character of this label reects a category from one of the originalmaps. For example, the composite map label 2413 might designate a grid cell belonging(moving from right to left) to the third vegetation-cover category, the �rst aspect category,the fourth land-ownership class, and second range of elevation.1 grassy/brushy2 unvegetated3 coniferous forest4 deciduous forestTable 2Sample category values for vegetation in LUCAS.2.2 Transition ProbabilitiesAs mentioned in Section 1.1, transition probabilities govern changes in land cover byreecting the economic, sociological, and ecological inuences on landscape structure andfunction. These probabilities are derived empirically through a time series analysis ofchanges in land cover, while considering road networks, population density, and physicalattributes of the landscape. Using multinomial logit models [13], the transition probabilitiesreecting changes in the land cover of the Little Tennessee River Basin of western NorthCarolina can be structured as a matrix with individual rows in the matrix representingprobabilities of transition from one land-cover category to any possible category for a givenlandscape condition [16] . During a LUCAS simulation, the landscape condition labels inthe composite map are matched with equivalent landscape condition values in the transitionprobability matrix (TPM). The appropriate set of transition probabilities are applied andthe resulting landscape category is assigned to the appropriate pixels in order to generatea new output map of land cover.



LUCAS: Land-Use Change Analysis System 7i ~xi Attribute1 2 Privately Owned2 1 Forest Cover3 512 Elevation (meters above sea level)4 30 Slope (degrees)5 15 Population Density (1; 000's per acre)6 120 Distance to Nearest Road (meters)7 1300 Distance to Nearest Town (meters)Fig. 2. Sample landscape condition label for a forested grid cell in the Little Tennessee RiverBasin.For example, the landscape condition label of a given forested (vegetation category 1)grid cell of the Little Tennessee River Basin which is privately-owned (ownership category2), 512 meters above sea level (elevation), of 30 degree slope, 120 meters from the nearestroad, 1; 300 meters from the nearest town, and reects a population density of 15; 000/acrecan be represented by the 7 � 1 attribute column vector ~x shown in Figure 2. The valueof each ~xi is used in a multinomial logit equation [13] (suitable for regression analyses ofcontinuous and discrete independent variables) to generate the probability of transition toanother vegetation cover class (unvegetated or grassy/brushy). Speci�cally, this probabilityis given by Pr[i! j] = exp(�i;j + ~zT ~�i;j)nXk=1 exp(�i;j + ~zT ~�i;k) ;(1)where ~z is a 5� 1 column vector composed of the last 5 elements (i.e., ~x3; : : : ; ~x7) of ~x fromFigure 2, �i;j is an estimated constant (intercept), n is the number of vegetation types (seeTable 2), and Pr[i! j] is the probability of land cover at the privately-owned forested gridcell at time t having the same cover class i = ~x2 = 1 at time t+1 (i.e., j = 1) or changing toanother cover class (i.e., j = 2; 3). Since each ~�i;j (for j = 1; 2; 3) is a 5� 1 column vectorof estimated coe�cients from [14], 3 probabilities of transition can be calculated usingEquation (1) for j = 1; 2; 3. A random number is then chosen from a uniform distributionbetween 0 and 1. If the random number falls within an interval associated with a transitionprobability to a di�erent land cover, the grid cell is changed; otherwise, the grid cell remainsin its present land cover. For the grid cell whose landscape condition label is given byFigure 2, the probability of transition to grassy/brushy and unvegetated land covers is



8 Berry, Flamm, Hazen, and MacIntyreeasily computed using the logit coe�cients (�j's) provided in Table 3. For this grid cell,the probability of transition to unvegetated land cover is Pr[1! 2] = 0:99 (i.e., very likely),and the probability of transition to grassy/brushy land cover is Pr[1 ! 3] = 1:11� 10�16(i.e., not very likely). These probabilities constitute 2 of the 3 elements of a single row ofthe 3 � 3 TPM for transitions from privately-owned forest in the Little Tennessee RiverBasin.In general, the various sets of logit coe�cients for transitions from each vegetationcover (j) with di�erent ownership classes are estimated separately by maximizing theirrespective likelihood functions using a nonlinear optimization method [14] to matchobserved (historical) land cover changes. The null transition or probability of no landcover change (Pr[1! 1] from above example) is simply determined byPr[j ! j] = 1� 0@Xk 6=j Pr[j ! k]1A :Current Forest Cover Transition ToAttribute Grassy Unvegetatedintercept (�) -0.6193 40.785elevation (�1) -0.00104 -0.0682slope (�2) -0.0561 -0.0855population (�3) 0.00078 -0.0108distance-roads (�4) -0.1038 0.25446distance-town (�5) 0.000632 -0.0176Table 3Logit coe�cients for transitions from privately-owned forest in the Little Tennessee River Basinbased on 1986{1991 historical land-cover transitions.Within the LUCAS Socioeconomic Model module (see Figure 1), this process is thenrepeated for each grid cell (having public or private ownership) in order to produce a newmap of land cover. The spatial pattern of land cover and any associated impacts (seeSection 1.1) is analyzed at the end of each time step, and the simulation is continued for aspeci�ed duration of time.



LUCAS: Land-Use Change Analysis System 92.3 Map Manipulation via GRASSGRASS5 was chosen to be the GIS because it is a public{domain package that is availableon many workstation environments. The user may already have map layers in the GRASSformat or can readily convert maps from other popular packages such as ARC/INFO6 to aGRASS format. Since the output maps of LUCAS are also in a GRASS format, the user cantake advantage of the rich utilities that GRASS has to o�er for further analysis. GRASS alsowas easy to integrate into LUCAS because it o�ers a series of map manipulation librarieswith all of their source code and a well{de�ned programming interface [12]. The use ofGRASS as the source and sink of map manipulation in LUCAS is illustrated in Figure 3.GRASS is not a perfect tool, however. As a non-commercial package, many bugs persistin the code. For example, the GRASS X-windows monitor often functions properly underSunOS 4.1.3, but not under Solaris 2.4. Some of the features of GRASS are not welldocumented, which made the availability of the source code invaluable. The environmentworks well for someone with knowledge of UNIX and programming, but would be ratherchallenging for an ecologist without such skills. In spite of its many foibles, GRASS is auseful environment in which to work and program.3 Software DesignCreating an analytical tool which is both e�cient and exible can be a di�cult task. Manydecisions must be made along the way to satisfy the end user as well as the developer.Although the user is very concerned about the system interface and form of the output,the internal program structure is of little interest. The developer, on the other hand, mustproduce an e�cient software package that is easily modi�ed to adjust to the needs of diverseusers. Some of the important considerations that went into the initial design of LUCASare discussed in the following sections.5GRASS version 4.1 update release 4.6ARC/INFO is a registered trademark of ESRI, Environmental Systems Research Institute, Inc. 380New York Street, Redlands, CA 92373.



10 Berry, Flamm, Hazen, and MacIntyre
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Fig. 3. Use of GRASS (GIS) as the source and sink of map manipulations in LUCAS.3.1 Modularity and ImplementationThe major modules of the LUCAS model are diagrammed in Figure 1. The SocioeconomicModel Module is handled by economists who use information in the common database togenerate the mulitnomial logit coe�cients necessary to calculate the transition probabilitymatrix (TPM) entries. The other two modules, the Landscape Change Model and ImpactsModel Modules, comprise the LUCAS program. LUCAS was designed to be a modularsystem, with the potential for additional ecological impact or socioeconomic modules tobe added later. This need for modularity lead to the choice of C++ as the programming



LUCAS: Land-Use Change Analysis System 11language. C++ is well suited to modularity because of its \object-oriented" view of dataand methods.
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12 Berry, Flamm, Hazen, and MacIntyrelogit coe�cients and necessary map layers for the simulation. This scenario informationis managed by the Parameters object which noti�es other objects of the speci�cs of thecurrent scenario.The Composite class takes many RasterFile objects, input map layers correspondingto attributes in the landscape condition label (LCL), and creates a \composite" map. Thisvirtual map is then traversed via LandscapeConditionLabel objects which create a LCLvector out of the various map layers. The Matrix class, also contained in the Compositeclass, manages the TPM and random number generator. Landscape change is accomplishedby passing a LandscapeConditionLabel object to the Matrix object which calculates thetransition probabilities for this particular LCL. A pseudorandom number is generated andthe new land cover type for this grid cell is determined. A map of all of these grid cellscomprises a new land cover output RasterFile object. This map is passed to the Statsobject which calculates the statistics discussed in Section 3.3.The Impacts Model Module is embodied by the Impacts class object. The new landcover RasterFile object, along with the other original map layer RasterFile objects,are used to produce new map layer objects corresponding to the impacts being analyzed.Currently only the habitat suitability of an area for certain species in Table 1 is studied.The resulting land cover and habitat maps can be viewed via the GRASS monitor whichis driven by the Graphics object.3.2 Additional Design ConsiderationsIn addition to modularity, memory and storage constraints were also of concern whendesigning LUCAS. The single largest performance bottleneck in LUCAS is disk I/O.Reading and writing each row of each map layer requires disk accesses, therefore as fewaccesses as possible were used. Internally GRASS uses run{length encoding (RLE) [10] tocompress the raster maps, which takes advantage of repetitions of the same cover type in amap layer, which further saves on disk I/O. The routine which demands the most memoryis the statistical patch identi�cation algorithm which requires an entire map layer to be inmemory. A patch is a group of contiguous grid cells with identical LCLs.These potentially large maps made loading the entire composite map into memory



LUCAS: Land-Use Change Analysis System 13unfeasible and necessitated a row{oriented approach to analyzing and manipulating themaps. Fortunately the underlying GRASS routines already dealt with maps in a row{oriented fashion, so working with the \composite" map and the resulting GRASS land-covermap was simpli�ed.Another issue was portability, as a parallel version of LUCAS running in a heterogeneousenvironment was planned (see Section 6). Fortunately, the strong type checking of C++lends itself to more standard, portable code.3.3 LUCAS Statistical OutputThe output statistics generated by LUCAS are available in two formats: (1) a machinereadable SAS statistical format �le [11], and (2) a series of graphs7 for various statisticscollected each iteration that the user can select from the GUI. The SAS �le, usingwhitespace delimited ASCII text, allows the user to import the results into a statisticsprogram, graphics package, or spreadsheet, and perform additional analyses external toLUCAS. The graphs provide a visual representation of the changes in certain variables asthe landscape changes. Statistics calculated by LUCAS for each land-cover type include:� Area � Proportion of land cover� Amount of edge � Amount of total edge� Edge/Area ratio � Standard deviation of patch size� Mean patch size � Size of largest patch� Number of patches � Mean patch shape (using a normalized shape index)� A cumulative frequency distribution of patches by sizeTable 4Statistics calculated for each landcover map.4 Graphical User InterfaceEarly users of LUCAS are expected to be experts in landscape management. Explicitknowledge of the integration of socioeconomic and ecological variables (see Section 2)using the software design discussed in the previous section is not required by users suchas ecologists, economists, sociologists, or forestry personnel. To accommodate the needs of7These graphs of resulting statistics are displayed using the public{domain program xgraph.



14 Berry, Flamm, Hazen, and MacIntyresuch experts, a graphical user interface (GUI) was developed for LUCAS. A GUI is the bestway to provide an intuitive interface for an application which integrates interdisciplinarydata of di�erent scales and type. One of the most challenging aspects of designing anintuitive interface for LUCAS was to �rst understand the needs of landscape management,and then to develop the interface with these requirements in mind.4.1 LUCAS Computing EnvironmentA majority of the LUCAS modules were developed on UNIX-based workstations (e.g., SunSPARCstation 10) running X Windows (X11 Release 5) with the OSF/Motif library toolkit(version 1.2.1). It is expected that most LUCAS end-users will have such a UNIX-basedsystem available. OSF/Motif provides a standard for user interface behavior which allowsusers of other Motif, Microsoft Windows, and Presentation Manager applications to useMotif-compliant applications without the need to learn a new graphical user interface. TheOSF/Motif run-time libraries are available on most platforms, including HP, DEC, IBM,SUN, and Silicon Graphics. This availability was an important factor in our selection ofOSF/Motif for the LUCAS GUI development. In order to develop an application which isnot only portable to various hardware platforms, but which also provides a familiar look andfeel to windowing system users, the principles in the OSF/Motif Style Guide were appliedto the LUCAS GUI where appropriate.The OSF/Motif library is a toolkit which contains a pre-de�ned set of componentscalled widgets. A widget consists of a complex data structure (an object) and a set ofprocedures (methods). Widgets are organized into classes which are groups of widgets withsimilar characteristics. Each widget class has a set of associated resources and actions.A resource is an attribute of a widget class such as foreground color, background color,or font. An action is triggered in response to the occurrence of certain types of events.Widget classes are organized into a hierarchy whereby a widget class inherits resourcesfrom its superclass. All resources are inherited by a subclass from its superclass so that theinheritance of resources extends all the way back to the root widget class in the inheritancehierarchy.Since the Sun SPARCstation 10 does not come pre-con�gured with OSF/Motif, the IXI



LUCAS: Land-Use Change Analysis System 15Motif developers kit and run-time libraries were purchased and installed for LUCAS GUIdevelopment. The IXI Motif software provides a standard implementation of OSF/Motiffor Sun workstations running the SunOS operating system.4.2 User Interface Language (UIL)In order to make the LUCAS interface more easily maintainable, the proprietary Motif UserInterface Language (UIL) was used to de�ne the widgets used in the interface. Originally,the interface was written solely in C [9] which became too cumbersome and complex to easilyalter the look and feel of the interface. UIL is a high-level, almost script-like language whichis rapidly compiled into a binary format. All of the widget callback and support routinesmust be written in C and linked to the UIL code. An additional .uid �le must be presentin the directory with the executable to use the UIL-compiled code. UIL does not allow asmuch exibility as raw C code, but it also does not require as much programming to createand maintain a simple interface such as the one used in LUCAS.4.3 Running a SimulationTo run a landscape change simulation on a watershed area, the user �rst chooses thedependent variable whose change is to be simulated in the modeling software. Although theLUCAS GUI has a choice of three dependent variables (land cover, land use, and ownershipboundaries), the current software only works with a land-cover dependent variable. Any ofthe other two choices for dependent variable in the LUCAS GUI will result in a warningmessage being posted to the user.The user then chooses the watershed, directory of maps (mapset), and beginning mapyear to run the landscape change simulation on. The landscape change scenario is chosenfrom a list of possible scenarios which comprise pre-de�ned rules for generating transitionprobabilities reective of certain changes in land use. Since the landscape change can bebased on either a pixel or a patch based model, the user must specify whether change isdetermined by individual pixels or clusters of pixels having the same landscape conditionlabel.The number of replicates, number of timesteps, and number of maps to save are chosen



16 Berry, Flamm, Hazen, and MacIntyre

Fig. 5. LUCAS graphical user interface with sample beginning and ending land-cover mapsfor a simulation run along with graph of output summary statistics.



LUCAS: Land-Use Change Analysis System 17from a group of slide bars on the lefthand side of the LUCAS GUI (see Figure 5). Thenumber of replicates multiplied by the number of timesteps gives the total number of mapsthat will be generated. If the user does not indicate that generated maps should be saved,then no maps from the intermediate timesteps will be saved.As noted in Section 1.1, the user can select one or more species impact modulesinterfaced with LUCAS. The landscape map at each timestep is evaluated for the amountof suitable habitat for the particular species that the user is interested in.To initiate all LUCAS simulations, the user presses the Run button located at thebottom of the LUCAS GUI. At this point, the landscape change modeling program isinvoked and the user interface is inactive. When the simulations are complete, a menu isrealized which allows the user to display graphs of statistics generated during the landscapechange simulations. A sample display of the current LUCAS graphical user interface alongwith output maps and graphs of summary statistics is shown in Figure 5.5 Sample ScenariosIn this section, we demonstrate the use of LUCAS to simulate land-cover change and itsimpact on the habitat of species in the Little Tennessee River basin and the Hoh Watershedof the Olympic Peninsula.5.1 Little Tennessee River BasinLUCAS has recently been used [14] to assess the inuence of land ownership on land-cover change in the Little Tennessee River Basin of western North Carolina. Transitionprobabilities for 100 year simulations of land-cover change have been generated [16] usinghistorical data from two periods: 1975{1986, and 1986{1991. As discussed in Section 2,these probabilities can reect transitions between discrete land-cover types with respect tocertain socioeconomic and ecological variables. In this particular simulation, the land-covertypes are� forest,� unvegetated, and� grassy/brushy.while the physical landscape attributes (independent variables) are



18 Berry, Flamm, Hazen, and MacIntyre

(a) Scenario 1: Public and Private HTP 1986{1991 (b) Scenario 2: Public HTP 1975{1986,Private HTP 1986{1991

(c) Scenario 3: Public HTP 1986{1991, (d) Scenario 4: Public and Private HTP 1975{1986Private HTP 1975{1986Fig. 6. LUCAS output maps of Little Tennessee River Basin.



LUCAS: Land-Use Change Analysis System 19� elevation,� slope,� population density,� distance to roads, and� distance to town (Franklin, NC).Transition probability matrices (TPM's) are then generated for each time period andinitial land-cover for both public and private land ownership. Hence, 12 = 3�2�2 TPM'sare generated by the Socioeconomic Model Module (see Figure 1) in LUCAS. Figures 6(a)through 6(d) show the LUCAS output maps (only one of �ve replicates shown) from 100-year simulations (beginning with the year 1991) of land-cover change for the Little TennesseeRiver Basin. In these �gures, green denotes forest land, yellow denotes grassy/brushy cover,red denotes unvegetated area, and blue denotes water. Scenarios of land-cover change basedon Historical Transition Probabilities (HTP's) [16] for public and private lands are listedin Table 5. Ownership TypePublic PrivateScenario 1 1986{1991 1986{1991Scenario 2 1986{1991 1975{1986Scenario 3 1975{1986 1986{1991Scenario 4 1975{1986 1975{1986Table 5Scenarios of land-cover change for Little Tennessee River Basin according to historical transitionprobabilities.As discussed in [14], the importance of shifts in land-cover-change dynamics is illustratedby the di�erences between Figures 6(a) and 6(d). The greatest change in the landscapewas observed when the empirically observed 1975-1986 transition probabilities, which weregreater than the 1986-1991 transition probabilities, were applied across lands under bothownership types (Scenario 4, Figure 6(d)). Forest cover exhibited the greatest decline andfragmentation when transition probabilities for the period 1975-1986 are applied to bothpublic and private lands. The least change in the landscape is observed when the 1986-1991 rates of transition were applied across lands under both ownership types (Scenario 1,Figure 6(a)). In this scenario, landscape patterns remained relatively stable through time,as indicated by the proportion of forest (see Table 7 in the Appendix for agreements in



20 Berry, Flamm, Hazen, and MacIntyreproportion of land cover between simulated and actual landscapes).5.2 Impacts and Multiple DomainsLUCAS can also be used to assess the impact of land cover change on certain ecologicalvariables as outlined in Section1.1. Currently only the impact on species' habitat ismodeled. Figure 7 shows the GRASS monitor which appears before and after a simulationof Scenario 4 from Table 5, displaying both the changes in land cover and in the habitatregion for the European Starling.Although most of the scenarios mentioned earlier are for the Little Tennessee RiverBasin, other domains are also supported. Figure 8 shows the same scenario run on theHoh Watershed on the Olympic Peninsula with impacts on the habitat of the Red Squirrel.Notice that di�erent impacts are available in di�erent watersheds (Table 1).6 Summary and Future WorkIn the Southeastern Appalachians and Olympic Peninsula, e�orts are being directed towardmanaging the landscape. Such e�orts clearly bene�t from advances in remote sensingtechnology and GIS. While improvements in remotely-sensed data have increased ourability to interpret changes in land cover, geographic information systems such as GRASShave simpli�ed the integration of spatial information across disciplines. LUCAS can bringthese recent developments into practice by providing a exible and interactive computingenvironment for landscape management studies. Future LUCAS-based impact studies forthe Little Tennessee River basin and Olympic Peninsula, for example, will address changesin timber output, water quality, and erosion.Because each sample scenario from Section 5 required slightly more than three quartersof an hour of elapsed wall-clock time for 15 replicates (see Table 6) on a 70 MHzSPARCstation 5 Model 70 with 32 Mb of memory, another version of LUCAS has beenimplemented using PVM [3] on a heterogeneous network of high-performance workstations[6]. The relative speedup speedup8 of the the distributed version (including start up) over8Due to communication and initialization overhead, the speedup is not the ideal value of 16.



LUCAS: Land-Use Change Analysis System 21
(a) Before Simulation
(b) After SimulationFig. 7. GRASS Monitor: Little Tennessee River Basin.the serial version tested was 10:49. The use of parallel algorithms [1] for computing mapstatistics on machines such as the Thinking Machines CM-5 could also be exploited.Additional information can be obtained by e-mailing to lucas-info@cs.utk.eduwhichwill automatically reply with a brief message. For more complete information, the LUCASWorld Wide Web page at URL http://www.cs.utk.edu/~lucas is available. Images of
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(a) Before Simulation
(b) After SimulationFig. 8. GRASS Monitor: Hoh Watershed on the Olympic Peninsula.Time Steps Replicates Number of Machines Approximate Time (min)20 1 1 3:0720 15 1 46:1020 15 16 3:30 (plus 0:55 start up)Table 6Wall-clock execution times of LUCAS on a SPARCstation 5.the GUI, sample simulations and literature regarding LUCAS can all be found at this site.AcknowledgementsThe authors would like to thank Monica Turner (University of Wisconsin) and David Wear(USDA Forest Service) for their technical assistance with LUCAS development, and SimonLevy (University of Tennessee) for his help with the design of the current LUCAS graphicaluser interface.
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24 Berry, Flamm, Hazen, and MacIntyreApplications (1994). In Press.[15] Wear, D. N., and Flamm, R. O. Public and Private Forest Disturbance Regimes in theSouthern Appalachians. Natural Resource Modeling (1994). In press.[16] Wear, D. N., Turner, M. G., and Flamm, R. O. Ecosystem Management in a Multi-ownership Setting. Ecological Applications (1995). In Press.AppendixFor validation of the LUCAS output maps for simulating land-cover change in the LittleTennessee River basin, Scenarios 4 and 1 from Table 5 can be applied in succession(beginning with the year 1975) for three (5-year) time steps, i.e., Scenario 4 (1975{1986) fortwo time steps and Scenario 1 (1986{1991) for the �nal time step. The LUCAS-generatedland-cover maps for each time step can then be compared with corresponding land-covermaps available from the GRASS database (see Section 2.3). Table 7 illustrates the excellentagreement in the land-cover proportions between the actual and LUCAS-generated maps.The land-cover proportions shown for LUCAS reect the mean over 10 replicates, and theinitial 1975 land-cover map for the LUCAS simulation was taken from the GRASS database(i.e., no di�erences the for initial year). For the year 1986, the LUCAS-generated map fromthe second time step or year 1985 (two 5-year time steps) is compared with the available1986 (not 1985) land-cover map from the GRASS database. Similarly, the actual 1991land-cover map from GRASS is compared with the 1990 (�nal time step) land-cover mapgenerated by LUCAS. 1975 1980 1986 1991Land Cover Actual LUCAS Actual LUCAS Actual LUCAS Actual LUCASForest 0.89 0.89 0.88 0.88 0.85 0.87 0.89 0.88Grassy/Brushy 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.01 0.02Unvegetated 0.10 0.10 0.08 0.08 0.12 0.09 0.10 0.10Table 7Proportions of land covers for simulated and actual landscapes in the Little Tennessee River basin.


